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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Agricultural Building, originally designed as the Ferry Station Post
Office Building in 1911*, is located on the Bnbarcadero opposite the foot of
Mission Street. According to plans dated November, 191ii, A.A. Pyle, State
Department of Engineering, designed the building and R.T. Alden of the same
office did the structural renderings. The entire project was carried out under
the direction of the Architectural Division of the Department of Ehgineering,
State of California. According to State Board of Harbor Commission notes, actual
construction of the building was begun by Teichert and Ambrose on April 30, 1915.
The original building was completed in August of 19l£, and a second story rear
addition in the same style added in 1918. On January 31, 1919 construction began
on an extension on the dolphin between ferry slips 7 and 8.
Charles Hall Page &
commissioned by the Port
a definitive description
of its interior space as

Associates, in their Survey of Cultural Resources
of San Francisco and dated November lit, 197?, provide
of the Agriculture Building as it appears today, and
originally designed:

The Agriculture Building is an excellent example of the Mediterranean
Style, and is particularly notable for its fine detailing. It is a
two-story steel frame structure with a tile hip roof, walls of 12-inchlong red pressed brick laid up in Flemish bond with light mortar, a
granite base, artificial stone details of cement colored French ochre,
and a copper cornice. The original building was 167 feet wide by 12$
feet deep on the first floor. The second floor was the same width but
only #5 feet deep. The 1918 addition added a second ststy to the south
end of the building above the first floor and mezzanine, which projected
beyond the end of the original structure and was supported over a
dtiveway on steel columns.
The building was once connected to a large timber shed to the rear with
16,000 square feet for storage and additional work space. Between the
original building and the shed behind it ran a covered walkway which
linked the ferry slips to the Ferry Building. The old post office and
the shed were connected by raised galleries over the covered walkway.
The principal facade is a well proportioned composition with a main
central entrance and lesser entrances at each end. The end entrances
are set off, as if they were separate pavilions, by wide piers of
artificial stone that rise through the full height of the building.
All the entrances are framed in this same artificial stone. There
are bracketed lintels over the end entrances and a cast iron griffin
and shield carrying a nag pole over the central entrance. The doors
are set in frames of cast and wrought iron with classical colonettes
and moldings and decorative transom grills.
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Horizontal courses of artificial stone divide the facade into a
high first floor and a squat second floor. The high rectangular
windows of the first floor are set in brick architraves outlined
in a recessed course of bricks. Between the square windows of the
second floor are elaborative decorative brickwork panels.
The finished design is carried around to the sides of the two-story
front of the building. The high ground floor of the original rear
of the building is crowned with an artificial stone band. Originally
there was a handsome metal marquee on either side, cantilevered on
chains from iron plates which are still visible near the tops of the
walls. The marquees have been removed and the fenestration has been
altered. On the south side of the building, the 1918 addition is
visible as the top floor which extends from the back of the sewmd
vertical pier of artificial stone beyond the end of the original
building over the roadway. This addition has a tiled hip roof,
copper cornice, and the same brick as the original structure.
As a post office, the building f s interior was designed with a
finished public space on the northwest corner of the first floor
and work space behind it, a central entrance and stair hall to
second floor offices, and a vast workroom over the rest of the
floor, with a mezzanine level of lookout galleries, distribution
platforms, locker rooms, storage rooms, and toilets•
The main public space had a floor of pink Tennessee marble and
elaborate stamp windows of ornamental iron with classical columns
and moldings above a marble dado.
The second floor contained the offices of the postmaster and the
superintendent of mails at the north end, the dead letter room at
the south end, and a variety of postal offices served by dumb-waiters
from the workroom below. There were public counters at the top of
the stairs for special delivery. The offices of the postmaster and
superindendent of mails were finished in wood paneling. Corridors
were paneled in Vitrolite.
On April 3Oth, 1925f the Post Office Department vacated the building, and in
August of 1925, the Ferry Post Office Building was assigned to Southern Pacific
on a month to month basis. At that time the observation gallery and open balconies
were removed, as well as the wooden staircase from the mezzanine floor up to the
second floor.
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Further modifications took place over the years as occupancy changed.
Ely 1930 offices of the Oakland-Alameda Ferry shared space with Southern Pacific.
The Department of Agriculture is first officially listed as occupying the Ferry
Station Post Office Building in the 1933 San Francisco City Directory. Board of
State Harbor Commissioners 1 Minutes indicate that on July 1, 1933, the Department
of Agriculture was assigned 12,13k sq. ft., 2nd floor, and 2,£37 sq. ft., first
floor of Annex MC« (Ferry Station Post Office Building). Today offices cut up
the original interior space, and only the central stair hall remains of the
original interior.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Agriculture Building, originally designed as the Ferry Station Post
Office, is both architecturally and historically significant. The original
concept for a building which would centralize San Francisco*s postal services
was announced in the May 1, 1896 San Francisco Gall. At this time plans called
for a frame building.
——
"Great Changes Promised in the Local Postal System."
"A Scheme to Centralize the Working Forces at the Water Front. w
"The New Building to Centralize the Working Forces of the Waterfront. 11
"The idea is to centralize the business of the Post Office at the
waterfront. This contemplated innovation is the result of the
streetcar postal system introduced at Boston, Philadelphia, Hep
York and other large cities." "The mail streetcars will receive
and deliver the entire mail of the City, and as all streetcar
lines teminate at the ferries it is thought San Francisco win
be much better served." "The scheme is to centralize the working
forces of the postal department at the waterfront."
In 1915, the present-day Agriculture Building assumed the task of "centralisation,"
and until the Post Office moved into new and larger quarters in 1925, the Ferry
Station Post Office was the central postal facility for the City of San Francisco.
Architecturally the building is a fine example of an early 20bh century
Mediterranean style government building. Between 1913 and 1915 the State Department
of Qigineering designed a number of waterfront structures for the State Board of
Harbor Commissioners, and the Agriculture Building, designed by A.A. Pyle,
survives as one of the finest examples of Mediterranean architecture executed
by the State for the Harbor Commission.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The Agriculture Building is located in the City of San Francisco and fronts on
at the *<*>*> of Mission, approximately 215 feet
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As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665). I
hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated according to the
criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.
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